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1. The Geometry of Numbers was founded by Minkowski in order to

attack certain arithmetical problems, and is normally concerned with lat-

tices over the rational integers. Minkowski himself, however, also treated a

special problem over complex quadratic number fields [5], and a number of

writers have since followed him. They were largely concerned with those fields

which have class-number h = 1; and this simplification removes many of the

characteristic features of the more general case. Hermann Weyl [10] gave a

thorough account of the extension of Minkowski's theory of the reduction of

quadratic forms to "gauge functions" over general algebraic number fields

and quaternion algebras, and we shall follow part of his developments, though

our definition of a lattice is quite different.

The desirability of extending the Geometry of Numbers to general alge-

braic number fields was emphasized by Mahler in a seminar at Princeton.

In this paper we shall carry out this program, extending the fundamental

results of Mahler [4] to our more general case and applying them to specific

problems. Certain new ideas are necessary, but much of this paper must be

regarded as expository. In particular, when the proof of a result is essentially

analogous to that for the real case we have merely given a reference to the

latter.

2. Let K be an algebraic extension of the rationals of degree m. We regard

K as an algebra over the rationals, which we can extend to an algebra K* over

the reals. It is well known that K* is commutative and semi-simple (being

in fact isomorphic to the direct sum of r copies of the reals and s copies of the

complex numbers, where r and 25 are the number of real and complex con-

jugates of K); and the integers of K* are just those of K. We now define the

w-dimensional space Kn over K as being the set of ordered «-tuples of ele-

ments in K*. Any ££E* is of the form £ = XiO>i+ • • • +xmum, where the x,

are real and «i, • • • , am is an integral basis for K; and hence there is a

natural map of Kn onto Rmn in which each component £ is mapped onto m of

the components of the point in Rmn, namely xx, • • • , xm as above. We can

define a metric and a measure in Kn by means of those in £"*", with the above

map, and so K" is a locally compact complete metric space.
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The integer lattice in K" is defined as the set of points all of whose co-

ordinates are integers. It would be natural to define a lattice in P" as any

nonsingular linear transformation of the integer lattice, but we shall see that

this could correspond to a lattice of dimension less than mn in Rmn. Namely,

a transformation in K" of matrix A and determinant 5^0 induces a trans-

formation in Rmn of matrix ft-1 aft, where Sl = (u>fln) (i = l, • ■ ■ , m; j

= 1, • • • , m; 7"n = unit matrix of order n) and Q, is an mn-by-mn matrix with

the conjugates A(I), • • • , A(m) down the diagonal and zeroes elsewhere. Thus,

extending the norm symbol from K to K*, we see that the transformation in

Rmn has determinant Norm 5, which may very well be zero. We therefore

define a lattice in K" to be any linear transformation of determinant 5 of the

integer lattice, such that Norm 5^0; in other words, any transform of the

integer lattice which maps into a lattice in Pmn (that is, one of full dimension

mn). The determinant of a lattice is defined to be the principal ideal gener-

ated by the determinant of the corresponding linear transformation. Since the

automorphisms of a lattice are precisely the unimodular transformations

(those with integral coefficients and determinant a unit), the determinant

of a lattice does not depend on the way in which it has been generated.

However, the norm of this ideal is the more natural constant of the lattice,

being the measure (in Rmn) of the fundamental region of this discrete sub-

group of the topological group Kn.

We note here the difference between Weyl's definition [102, §2] and ours.

For him, a "lattice belonging to the principal order O of integers of K" is a

lattice in Pmn such that the corresponding set of points in Kn is mapped into

itself under multiplication by any element of O. Our lattices satisfy a more

stringent condition. In fact we have(2):

Theorem 1. Let Abe a point-set in Pn, lying in no (n — 1)-dimensional sub-

space of Kn, which satisfies:

(a) if P, QEA and u, vEO, then uP+vQEA;
(b) A is discrete.

Then there are points Pi, P2, • • ■ , P„ in A, linearly independent over K*, and

a fractional ideal a of K such that the points of A are just the points uxPi+ ■ ■ ■

+ unPn with ux, ■ • ■ , Un-i all in £) and un in a. The class of a depends only on

A and not on the choice of Pi, ■ ■ ■ , Pn-

For A to be a lattice in Weyl's sense, in addition to (a) and (b) we need

only demand that its image in Pm" does not lie in a subspace of lower dimen-

sion; but for our definition it is necessary and sufficient that, in addition to

all these conditions, the associated ideal class be the principal one. One can

develop a theory for "pseudo-lattices of a given ideal class" analogous to

ours for lattices, and so deduce all our main results for lattices in Weyl's

(2) For the classical case, where a discrete n-dimensional subgroup of R" is shown to be a

lattice, see Haj6s [2],
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sense; but it is easier in that case to prove them directly. For fields K of class-

number 1, both definitions are the same.

Proof of Theorem 1. We deal first with all except the last part of the

statement. Our induction really begins at the stage n = 2, but for this we

need the case n = 1. For n = 1, we can consider the points of A as elements of

K* and choose for Ei any point of A other than the origin. By (a), A consists

of complete cosets modulo OEi. Thus K*/DPX exists and is, by (b), a discrete

subgroup of the compact group K*/DPi; it is therefore a finite group of

order /, say. Hence every point of A is of the form (a/l)Pi for some integer

a; and clearly the a form an ideal in O. Calling this ideal al, we obtain the

case «=1 of the theorem.

To carry on the induction we need a definition and a lemma. If £ is

any point of A, then clearly the set of numbers a in £ such that aEGA forms

a fractional ideal. Since this ideal contains 1, it is of the form a-1, where a

is an integral ideal. We call a the ideal associated with P, and we say that P is

primitive if it is associated with (1) =©.

Lemma 1. If n^2, A contains at least two independent primitive points.

Proof. Let Ei and P2 be independent points of A. By confining our atten-

tion to the subspace generated by these points we may suppose that n = 2,

for convenience. The points aiEi+a2E2 with <xx, a2G© form a lattice subset

A' of finite index in A, by the discreteness of A. If / denotes this index, then

every point of A is of the form aiPi+a2P2 with Uxi, HGO. Let di be the ideal

associated with Px, and let b"1 he the ideal consisting of all a2 such that there

exists an ax with aiEi+a2E2GA. Since 6"'DO, it follows that fj is integral.

Replacing E2 by aiEi+a2E2 replaces 6 by a2b, which can be any ideal in the

same class, since a2 can be any member of b"1. By Satz 74 of Hecke's Vorlesun-

gen uber die Theorie der algebraischen Zahlen, it follows that we can find a

member of this ideal class which is prime to «i. Now let a be the ideal associ-

ated with aEi+E2, where a G£>. Then a is an integral ideal which depends

on a, and clearly a-1C&-1. hence a\ b. Let now p be a prime ideal divisor of

b. If p\a tor all a, then p-ICu_1 for all a; and hence for XGp-1 we have

X(<xPi+E2)£A and X{ (a + l)Ei+E2} GA, so that AEiGA, that is to say
XGuf1- Hence this would imply that p| d, which is false, since p already

divides b which is prime to ui. Hence there exist a such that p\a; and since,

forXGp-1. X{(a + p)Ei+E2}CA if and only if X(a£i+E2)GA, it also follows
that all integers congruent to a mod p will share this desired property. Since

only the divisors of b can divide a, it follows by the Chinese Remainder Theo-

rem that there is a residue class modulo a certain product of prime ideals

such that for all a in this class a has no prime divisors and is therefore just

(1). Since points aEi+E2 and a'Ei+E2 are independent if a^a', we certainly

have found two independent primitive points of A.

We next apply this lemma to prove Theorem 1 for m = 2. Let now Qx
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and Q2 denote independent primitive points of the set A in P2. Write a-1 for

the ideal of «i such that there exists a2 with axQi+a2Q2EA, and similarly for

b_1 with the subscripts interchanged. Now a = b; for if X£a, then X££), and

so for each a2Eb~l we take an ai£u_1 such that axQx+a2Q2EA, and hence

X(ai<2i+a2<22)£A. Since XaiGD, XaiQiGA, and hence \a2Q2EA. Since Q2 is
primitive, it follows that \a2E&; and this being true for all a2Eb~l implies

that XG&. The converse is proved in the same way, and hence a-1 = b_I. Let

a basis for a^1 over © be (1, a). Then aQx+(3Q2EA implies that ft = u+Uoa,

where u, u0 are integers. Hence aQx+u0aQ2EA, and so any X in a-1 is such

that \(Qx + u0Qi)EA. The converse being immediate, it follows that the ideal

associated with the point Qx+u0Qi is a. Now, if P is any point of A, it can be

written as P = aQx + bQi, where a and b belong to a-1. Hence P' = a(Qx+uBQ2)

+ (b — auo)Q2, and since we know that a(Qx + uaQ2) E A, it follows that

(b—auo)Q2EA and therefore b—auoE&, since Qi is primitive. Thus, if we

write PX = Q2 and Qx+u0Q2 = P2, we have shown that

A = DPX + ar1?,,

thus completing the proof of the main part of Theorem 1 for n = 2.

We return to the induction of the theorem. Suppose it is proved in n — 1

dimensions, where «^ 3. Let Pi, @->, ■ ■ ■ , Q„ be linearly independent points of

A. The general point of A is

(1) P = «iPi + oaQi +  • • • + a„Qn.

Let A' be the set of all a2Q2+ ■ ■ ■ +aHQn such that (1) holds for some

PEA and some ax. Then in the subspace generated by Q2, ■ ■ ■ , Qn, A' satis-

fies the conditions of Theorem 1, with n — 1 in place of n. Let P2 , ■ • ■ , PJ , a'

be a basis for A' as in the theorem; and let P2, ■ ■ ■ , P„ be points of A of the

form

P, = a«>Pi + P/, (2SiSn).

Then each point of A can be written as P = aPx+u2P2+ ■ ■ ■ +unPn, where

u2, ■ ■ ■ , un-X are in O and un is in n'. The theorem now follows when we

apply the case « = 2 to the set of points of the form o;Pi+mP„, where uE&',

which belong to A.

To prove the last statement of the theorem, suppose that the basis of A,

according to what we have proved, is Px, ■ ■ ■ , Pn, a. Let Qx, ■ ■ ■ , Q» be

independent points of A, and suppose

(2) Q = anPi + • • • + ainPn.

Then as Qi, • ■ ■ , Qn vary, det(a,-y) runs through precisely the elements of a.

Hence, if we go from one basis with associated ideal a to another with asso-

ciated ideal a', then a'/a is just the principal ideal generated by the deter-

minant of the transformation; thus a' and a are in the same ideal class. This

completes the proof of the theorem.
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Corollary. Let A satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1, and let Px, ■ ■ ■ , P„

be any linearly independent points of A. Then a necessary and sufficient condi-

tion for A to be a lattice is that, if for any n points Qx, ■ ■ ■ , Qn of A we write

A = det(a,-y) with the a,j given by (2), then for fixed Pi and varying Qj the ideal

generated by the values of A is principal.

This follows at once by an argument similar to that of the last paragraph.

In the rest of this paper we have been careful to give proofs not depend-

ing on Theorem 1; for the proof of this depends heavily on the particular

properties of algebraic number fields, whereas we believe that most of our

results can be further generalized without much difficulty and that such gen-

eralization may be useful.

3. Let A be a lattice and Pi, • • • , P„ be a basis for A. Then if Si, • • • , Sn

are neighborhoods of Pi, • • • , P„ we define the corresponding neighborhood

of A as the set of those lattices A' which have a basis Pj, • • ■ , Pj with

Pi G-Si. The topology thus induced corresponds also to the natural topology

on the transformations introduced in the definition of a lattice. A definition

of the topology, independent of a chosen basis, is the following: to each com-

pact set 77 and neighborhood V of the origin corresponds a neighborhood of

A, consisting of those lattices A' such that for each yGAF^77 there is an xGA'

such that x—yGF, and for each xGA'C^Tf there is ayGA such that x—y^ V

(cf. C. Chabauty [l]).

If S is any open set, we say that A is admissible for S if 5 contains no

point of A except possibly the origin. Since a lattice of determinant 5 in K"

corresponds to one of determinant Norm 8 in £mn, Minkowski's convex body

theorem gives us a lower bound for | Norm 5| over all lattices admissible for

some fixed neighborhood of the origin.

Theorem 2. Let S be a neighborhood of the origin; then there is a constant

c(S) such that any lattice admissible for S has

|   Norm 5 |   ^ c(S) > 0.

Moreover, if S is convex and centrally symmetric, then c(S)z±2~mnV, where V

is the measure (in Rmn) of S.

A distance-function is a continuous mapping, /, from Kn to the reals such

that:

(a) f(x) ^0 for all xG£", and f(x) >0 for some x;

(b) f(tx) = \t\f(x) for all points x and all real t. For any real 717>0 the

open set defined by f(x)<M is called a star-body. It is convex if f(x+y)

=f(x) +f(y) for all x, y in Kn. Now let S be a bounded star-body, and write

XS for the dilation of 5 in the ratio X:l, where X may be any positive number

or an element of K*. For a given lattice A we define the rth successive mini-

mum of S with respect to A as the greatest real X = Xr such that the points of

XSF\A lie in an  (r — l)-dimensional linear space.  As preliminary to the
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analogue of Theorem 2 for successive minima, we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let the points Pi, ■ ■ ■ , P„ of A be boundary points respectively of

XiS, • • • , \nS, so chosen as to be linearly independent, where S is a star body;

and let A' be the lattice generated by Pi, ■ ■ ■ , P„. Then A/A' is a finite group

whose order is bounded by a constant depending only on S.

Proof. The only part needing proof is the bound on the order. Suppose

that pi, ■ ■ ■ , p.m is a basis for K over the rationals and so also for K* over the

reals. Multiplying them by small enough rational numbers, we may suppose

that the convex closure of ptS is in 5 for all p.i. Now consider the convex clo-

sure of the set of points +piPj. The measure of the corresponding set of

points in Rmn is p[A: A']m\ Norm 8\, where p>0 depends only on the ju,-.

Moreover, this region contains no point of A except the origin in its interior;

for suppose P were such a point and choose r such that P is linearly de-

pendent (over P) on Pi, • • • , Pr but not on Pi, • • • , Pr-1. Then P lies in

the convex closure of the ±UiPj (JSr) and so in the interior of \rS; and this

contradicts the definition of Xr.

Thus we can apply the last part of Theorem 2 to the region just defined,

obtaining

2-mnfi[A:A']m\ Norm i\   S  | Norm 5 | ,

which proves that [A:A'] is bounded.

We now prove the successive minima theorem.

Theorem 3. Let S be a star body; then there is a constant c(S) >0 such that

the successive minima of S with respect to any lattice A satisfy

| Norm 5 \   ^ c(5)(Xi • • • X„)m.

Proof. Replacing S by a smaller region if necessary, we may assume that

it is a bounded convex star body. We use the notation of Lemma 2. Since

Xi^X2^ • • • , we can choose rational integers ax, a2, • ■ ■   such that

Xr+i/Xr S a.r S 2Xr+i/Xr.

We write br = arar+i • ■ ■ an-i- Suppose that A" is the lattice generated by the

+ b,Pi, so that [A':A"]=W>2 • • • b„; then A" is admissible for X„5. For if

not, let P be a point of A", other than the origin, in X„5, and suppose that P

is linearly dependent (over P) on Pi, • • • , Pr but not on Pu ■ - ■ , Pr_i.

Then P is linearly dependent (over O) on the ±biP{ (iSr), and is therefore

br times a point of A', since every bt divides all its predecessors. But since

iV^Xn/Xr, this point of A' must be in the interior of Xr5, which contradicts

the definition of Xr.

Applying Theorem 2 to A" and X„5, we have

[A:A']m[A':A"n Norm 5 |   ^ \Tci(S).
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But [A:A'] is bounded, by Lemma 1, and

[a':a"] = bi ■ ■ • K = 2n(n-1)/2x7/'AiX2 • • ■ Xn_x,

by the original condition on the ar. Combining these results we obtain the

theorem.

The greatest possible value of c(S) in Theorem 2 is called the lattice con-

stant of S, and lattices admissible for 5 for which | Norm 5| attains its mini-

mum value are called critical. A similar terminology could be used for Theo-

rem 3. We now prove the analogue of the Mahler compactness theorem.

Theorem 4. Let S be a neighborhood of the origin and {Ai} an infinite

sequence of lattices satisfying

(a) A,- is admissible for S;

(b) there is a constant M such that | Norm 5»| ^M for all i. Then there is a

subsequence of the Aj which converges to a limit lattice A, and A is admissible for

S and satisfies | Norm  51 ̂ 717.

Proof. If A is the limit of a sequence of Ai, then every point of A other than

the origin is the limit of a sequence of points other than the origin from the

A,-. Since 5 is open and the A, are admissible for S, so is A.

In proving the remainder of the theorem we may replace S by a smaller

neighborhood, and so we may assume that 5 is a bounded convex star body.

We use the notation of Lemma 2 and Theorem 3, and superscripts indicate

the X and P relating to A,-. Now the upper bound on | Norm 5» j and the lower

bound on X"} imply an upper bound on \f independent of i; thus the Py<!)

lie in a region bounded independently of i. By taking a subsequence, we can

assume that Pj°—>Py, for each j, as i—»«>. Now by Lemma 2 we can find a

rational integer TV such that TVAiCA/ for each i, whence every point in A,

can be written as zZl-i (ui/N)Pf lor some integers «i, • • • , «» of K. Thus

Ai is specified by the Pf and certain vectors (wi, • • • , un) of integers of K.

These vectors fall into complete residue classes modulo TV, and there are there-

fore only a finite number of possibilities for the set of all such vectors. By

choosing a subsequence of the Ai we can assume that they all have the same

set of permissible vectors (ux, ■ ■ ■ , uj). Then clearly the A{ converge to the

lattice A which consists of all the points zZ(ui/N)Pj, where (ux, ■ • • , uj)

runs through all permissible vectors. This proves the theorem.

An alternative proof could be given by using the compactness theorem

for ordinary lattices in £""■; that the resulting lattice in Rmn gives rise to a

lattice in Kn follows easily from Theorem 1 and its Corollary.

Theorem 4 does not necessarily depend on Theorem 3; for we can con-

struct a proof along the lines of that given by Chabauty [l] for Mahler's

original theorem. To prove that the resulting limit set is a lattice not merely

in Weyl's sense but in ours, we may either use Theorem 1 or an argument

similar to that in the proof above.
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4. The proofs of Mahler's principal theorems now carry over without

substantial change.

Theorem 5. Let S be a neighborhood of the origin. Then if S has admissible

lattices it also has critical ones.

We say that 5 is automorphic ii there is a bounded region P such that to

any PES we can find an automorphism of 5 taking P into a point of P. As

in Mahler's paper, one can deduce the following:

Corollary. If S is automorphic, then among the critical lattices of S there

is at least one which contains boundary points of S.

There is an exactly analogous theory for inhomogeneous lattices (cf.

Swinnerton-Dyer [9]). We shall define an exterior boundary point of 5 as a

point P on the boundary of 5 such that the interval OP contains points of S

arbitrarily close to P.

Theorem 6. Let S be automorphic and such that any line through any point

of the closure of the set of exterior boundary points of S contains points of S.

Then the inhomogeneous lattice constant of S is not zero; and if S has admissible

lattices it also has critical lattices.

This theorem holds a fortiori for homogeneous lattices. In the same way

we can prove:

Theorem 7. Let S be an open set. Then a sufficient condition for S to have

nonzero lattice constant is that every line through 0 contains points of S; and in

this case S will have critical lattices whenever it has admissible ones. If S is

bounded, the condition is also necessary.

We conclude this section by considering the analogous problems for the

product of successive minima. We write

I Norm 8 I
c(S, A) = —-L- ,

(Xi • • • X.)-

and call any lattice for which c(S, A) attains its minimum critical. We shall

write c(S) = Min c(S, A).

Lemma 3. Let S be a bounded star body. Then there is an N0 with the follow-

ing property: to any lattice A we can find A' so that c(S, A') Sc(S, A) and

\JSN0X-iforl<iSn.

Proof. We use the ideas of Lemma 2. Let Pi, • • • , P„ be linearly inde-

pendent points on the boundaries respectively of XiS, • • • , Xn5; and let A"

be the lattice generated by Pi, • • • , P„. Then by Lemma 2 we have [A:A"]

SNo — 1, say. Let us write [A:A"]=N, and suppose that Xr>(A7'+l)Xr_i.

We know (as in the proof of Theorem 4) that A is determined by Pi, ■ ■ ■ , Pn
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and a certain set of vectors (ui, ■ ■ • , uj). Let A"' be determined from the

points (7V+l)Pi, • • • , (TV+l)Pr_i, Pr, • ■ • , P„ and the same set of vectors

(«i, ■ • • , uj). Since the points of A are just the zZ(ui/N)Pj, and since the

Uj form complete cosets modulo TV, it is clear that

A D A"' D (TV + 1)A.

Hence X<^X/" ^ (TV+l)Xi; and clearly we have X/" = (TV+1)X< for i<r. Also

o'" = (TV+l)'-15. It follows that c(S, A'")^c(S, A) and

/AA™ /K"\m
c(S, A) \A-j  ^ (TV + l)-6(5, A'") (-^J   .

Since the left side is, for all A, bounded below by c(S), this process can only

be repeated a finite number of times; and clearly the lattice A' which we

finally obtained satisfies all the conditions of the lemma.

Theorem 8. If S is a bounded star body, then there exist critical lattices for

the problem of successive minima with respect to S.

Proof. In view of Lemma 3, we can find a sequence of lattices A(i) such

that c(S, A(i))—>c(S) and the ratio X^/X™ remains bounded. Multiplying the

lattices by suitably chosen real numbers, we may assume that | Norm 5(i) | is

constant also. It now follows from the definition of c(S, A) that \f is bounded

below by a strictly positive number; that is, there is a X such that all the X(i)

are admissible for XS. Now by Theorem 4 there is a subsequence of the A(t'>

which tends to a limit lattice A, and clearly c(S, A) =c(S). This proves the

theorem.

The theorem, as also Lemma 3, remains true if we drop the condition of

boundedness. Our proof of this, however, depends on special properties of

algebraic number fields and is not suited to the view-point of the present

paper.

5. We now consider the question of isolation of an admissible lattice. It

is usual in this context to suppose the star body fixed and to vary the lattice.

We shall, however, find it advantageous to work the opposite way; and so

we must first set up a topology on the set of all star bodies. Let f(x) be a

distance function which vanishes only at the origin; then the set F of points

defined by/(x)=l is closed and compact, and has just one point on every

semi-infinite ray ending at the origin. If gx and g2 are two distance functions,

then we define our metric on the set of all distance functions by

||*, - g2|| = Max | gi(F) - g2(P) | .

This gives a topology on the set of all star-bodies, of course. It is easy to

verify that this topology does not depend on /, though the original metric

does. Moreover, if S is any star-body and S the set of star-bodies obtainable
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from S by linear transformations (whose image transformation in Pmn is

nonsingular), the restriction of our given topology to S is the same as the

topology induced on S by the natural topology on the linear transformations.

In particular, S is locally compact.

We now set up a partial ordering in the set of all star-bodies, saying that

Si majorizes S2, written Si> S2, if there is a X>0 such that XSOS2. This

clearly implies that the distance function of S2 can vanish only at points

where the distance function of Si vanishes.

Now let 5 be a star-body, A a lattice admissible for S, and S any set of

star-bodies containing 5. (In all cases of interest, S will be invariant under

linear transformations and locally compact: for the usual definition of "iso-

lated," S is to be taken as the set of all permissible linear transforms of S.)

We say that A is an isolated admissible lattice of S (relative to S) if there is a

neighborhood of 5 in S and a X> 1 such that the only bodies in the neighbor-

hood of S for which XA is admissible are those majorized by S. Similarly, we

say that A is a strongly isolated admissible lattice of S with respect to S if

for every X > 1 there is a neighborhood with the property as before. This is

the most we can demand(3); for if S>Si and A is admissible for S, then for

some X>0, XA is admissible for Si.

It is clear that to prove isolation we have to consider the positions of an

infinity of points of A relative to S; and we are therefore led to consider the

group G of those linear transformations which leave both A and 5 invariant.

For any positive integer n we define a distance function of degree n as

the nth power of a distance function. Let/ be the distance-function of degree

n ior S, /i that for some Si in S, and gi =f—fi. The Si majorized by 5 are those

for which/i is bounded below on the boundary of S, or for which gi is bounded

above by a constant strictly less than 1. The following lemma is virtually

trivial; at the same time it gives an effective criterion for isolation.

Lemma 4. Let 5 > 0 have the following property: there is a point P of A and

a transformation TEG such that Tgi(P) > 8. Then XA is not admissible for Si if

\"<(f(P)-5)~K

Corollary 1. Suppose there is a neighborhood of S in S and a 5>0 such

that: to each Si in the neighborhood not majorized by S we can find a TEG and

a pEA with the properties f(P) = 1, Tgi(P) > 5. Then A is isolated.

Corollary 2. Suppose that to each 5>0 we can find a neighborhood of S in

S such that: to each Si in the neighborhood not majorized by S we can find a

TEG and a PEA with the property that Fgi(P) >f(P) — 5. Then A is strongly

isolated.

(3) The reader should note that, with our definition, if S is the set of all bounded star bodies,

then any lattice admissible for 5 is strongly isolated in S; for all bounded star bodies majorize

one another. This is not the normal usage.
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In practice we choose P from a finite set and rely on the choice of T to

give Tgx(P) the proper value.

Suppose further that the distance function of degree n is of the form

| Norm <p\, where <p is a homogeneous function with values in K*, tor all the

star bodies in S. Then we write \p = <j>—<t>x and have

Lemma 5. Let Px, • • • , PT be points of A such that to any neighborhoods of

the <p(Pj) we can find a neighborhood of S in S such that: to each Sx in the neigh-

borhood not majorized by S we can find a T leaving <p and A invariant and Pi

such that T\px(Pj) is in the given neighborhood of <p(Pj). Then A is strongly

isolated.

Lemma 6. Let Px, ■ • • ,Prbe points of A on the boundary of S, and suppose

there are closed neighborhoods of the 4>(Pj) contained in the respective open sets

defined by | Norm (<p(Pj)— x)\ <1. Suppose that to each Sx in a small enough

neighborhood of S not majorized by S we can find a T leaving <p and A invariant

and a Pi such that T\px(Pj) is in the given neighborhood of <p(Pj). Then A is iso-

lated.

In view of our preceding remarks, the natural body to consider in this

context is that given by

| Norm (XXX2 ■ ■ • X„) |   < 1, (n > 1).

The simple way to generate admissible lattices for this region is as follows:

choose any relatively real extension L ol degree n over K and take Xx to be

a linear form over K with coefficients in L which does not represent zero non-

trivially. Now we take X2, • • ■ , Xn to be the relative conjugates of Xx over

K. The resulting lattice or dilation thereof is admissible for the region cited.

We define S as the set of all star-bodies given by | Norm <p\ <1 where cp is a

polynomial of degree n in the Xi. Except in the special case when n = 2 and

K is a complex quadratic field, this is the only way we have of constructing

admissible lattices; and it follows easily from Lemma 3 that all such lattices

are strongly isolated.

We now consider the exceptional case. We are concerned with <p=aX\

+XxX2+0X\, where a and 0 are small; and the transformations of G are of

the form Xi—*Xxi, x2—>X'x2, with Norm XX'= 1, X and X' conjugate integers

of L. The possible values of X are powers un of a particular value u, and we

shall assume pp' = l—at worst at the cost of increasing the number of P.-

used in Lemma 4. Now A is isolated, if we can choose, for any small a, an

integer n and a point Pi such that at P<

| XiX21=1, | au2nxl + XiX21   < 1 - S.

We can certainly do this if p.2 is not real (and indeed with only one Pj). If

ju2 is real and negative, we have trouble with those values of a tor which
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aXx/X2 is almost pure imaginary. Thus in this case A is certainly isolated if

there are points Pi, P2 of A on the boundary of 5 such that

Xi(Pi)-X2(P2)/X2(Px)-Xx(P2)

is not real. Finally, suppose that p2 is real and positive. In this case A is

certainly isolated if we can find Pi, ■ • • , Pr of A on the boundary of S such

that any angle is strictly within 7r/2 of some arg (XX(P/)/X2(P/)). The re-

maining cases we cannot handle; but we expect that A will usually not be

isolated.

6. We now turn to bounded convex star bodies. Two points Pi, P2 on

the boundary of S are called equivalent if there is an integer (always a unit)

a of K such that aS = S and Pi = aP2. We define an admissible lattice A of

S to be extremal if all admissible lattices for S near enough to A to have a

value for Norm (determinant) at least as large as that for A.

Theorem 9. If A is extremal for the convex, bounded star-body S, then there

are at least n(mn+r)/2 inequivalent points of A on the boundary of S.

Proof. We take coordinates such that A is the unit lattice, generated by

(1, 0, • • • , 0), • • • , (0, • • • , 0, 1) and A' is a nearby lattice generated by

(l+an5, ax2d, • • • , aXnb), etc. Here the Cy are in P* with a,y = fiy,-, and S is

real (and will be made arbitrarily small). Now

1 + and, • • • , ainS

Det A' =       .       = 1 + AS + BS2 + ■ ■ ■ ,

anX8, •••,!+ a„n8

where

A = an + a22 + ■ ■ • + ann,        B = £ a,-,-ayy — £ o.-yoy,-.
i<3 i<3

Let Ax, • • ■ , An be the conjugates of A; then

Norm (Det A') = 1 + S Spur A + S2( £ A,Aj + Spur B J + ■ ■ ■ .

But

(Spur^)2 = £ A2i+2 2ZAiAj

= 2 £ AiAj + 2 Spur £ a;,ayy + Spur £ an,
i<y ,<y

so that

£ AiAj + Spur B-(Spur A)2  = Spur (-£ an —  £ a.-yd.-y J.
2 \  2       ,<y   /
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It follows that for a suitable choice of sign 5 and all small enough | 8\ we

have Norm (DetA')^Norm (Det A), with equality only when A=A'. If A

is extremal, then it follows that A' must be inadmissible. Now let Pi, • • • , Pn

be the inequivalent lattice points of A on the boundary of 5. We impose on

A' the further conditions that each corresponding P/ lies on a tac-plane to S

through Pi, the tac-plane being defined as usual in the image in £m", so that

this gives TV homogeneous equations in the real parameters (independent of

8). These TV conditions must constrain A' to be A; and since A' has mn(n —1)/2

+ n(r+s) disposible real parameters, this proves the theorem.

An important special case is when K is complex quadratic and S is the

sphere XXXX+ ■ ■ ■ + XHXn < 1; in other words the problem of the minimum

of a positive definite Hermitian form. By analogy with the well-known re-

sults of Korkine and Zolotareff we show that here the lattice points of A on

the boundary of S are enough to determine S.

We may assume the coordinates so chosen that S is 2jx,Xi<l, and we

denote the points of A on the boundary of S by superfixes. We wish to show

that the only Hermitian matrix (atj) satisfying

zZ atjXi  X-    = 1, (r = 1, • • • , TV)

is the unit matrix. Suppose this were false; then we could find an Hermitian

(Xiy) ̂ (0) with

V \    <r)-<r) - n
/ . A,*yXi   Xy \J,

and it would follow that for small enough real 5, of either sign, A would be

admissible for

ZZ Xi%i + 8 zZ ^ijXiXj <   1.

But this is a positive definite Hermitian form whose determinant, for suitable

choice of 5, is strictly less than 1 (by the same calculation as we performed

earlier); and it follows that A is not extremal. In view of this contradiction,

we conclude that the points of A on the boundary of S are enough to deter-

mine S.

One of us [8] has used this and analogues of other results of Korkine and

Zolotareff [3] to prove:

Theorem 10. Let f(x) = zZh-i aijX,Xj be a positive definite ternary Hermit-

ian form of determinant D. Then there exist integer values of (x) in Q(i), not

all zero, such that

f(x) g (4D)1'3.

The sign of equality is necessary only for forms equivalent to a multiple of
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1 1
XXXi + X2X2 + X3X3 "I-■ (x2X3 + X2X3) -)-(X3X1 + X3X1)

1 1
+ — (1 + i)*l*2 H-(1 — 0*1*2.

7. We consider now the star body defined by

I Norm Xi \   < 1, (i = 1, ■ ■ ■ , N).

Except when K is complex quadratic, this is unbounded; we shall see how-

ever that it behaves in every way like a bounded star-body, and that for

example none of its admissible lattices is isolated. We shall also give an

algorithm for finding its extremal lattices in any particular case.

Let X denote any unit of P. Then 5 is automorphic under the group of

transformations Xi—>\Xi; and since this transformation is simply P—*KP it

leaves all lattices in K" invariant. Hence there is a bounded portion of S,

which we call S', such that every lattice admissible for S' is admissible for S;

and if A is admissible for S the number of inequivalent points of A on the

boundary of S is finite.

Now let A be extremal for S, and consider the effect of replacing Xx by

Xx+piX2 + • • • +pnX„, where pt, • ■ ■ , pn are small numbers in K*. If the

resulting body is still to have A an admissible lattice we have only to con-

sider the points of A on the face

I Norm Zi I   = 1, | Norm Xr \   < 1 (r = 2, • • • , n)

oi S. Suppose that these points are insufficient to determine Xi uniquely in a

neighborhood of its actual "value." Denoting by superfixes values at the

points of A we are concerned with, we would deduce that the tac-planes at the

origin in the /x-space to the surfaces

I Norm (Xi   + y.2X2   + • • ■ + pHXn ) \   =  | Norm Xx

have at least a line in common. But on such a tac-plane,

I Norm (X? + mX? + • ■ • + vJC™) \   <  \ Norm X™ \

unless

IJ-iXi    + • • • + i*nXn    = 0.

It now follows that, for some /, the lattice points on any face of 5 lie on an

(n — ̂ -dimensional space through the origin and determine X up to addition

of some linear function vanishing on the (n—t)-dimensional space. From

this we can for any particular n deduce an algorithm for finding the lattice

constant of the region. Though tedious for the hand, this algorithm appears
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well suited for electronic computation.

Particularly simple is the case n = 2. Now either (i) both sides are deter-

mined by the lattice points on them, or (ii) the lattice includes a point at

which | Normal =1, X2 = 0. We have used these results to derive simpler

proofs for Minkowski's results concerning two linear forms with variables

integers of either Q(i) or Q(p), where p = exp27ri/3, and have published

some details for the case of Q(ilin), [7]. We now give some details of the

proof of the result for the field Q(i5in), when h = 2.

Theorem 11. Let £ = ax+by, rj=cx+dy, where a, b, c, d are complex num-

bers and ad — bc = A^0. Then there exist integers x, y of Q(iS112), not both zero,

such that

i  i   i   i      (   2IAI   Y/2
max (   £   ,    n   ) ^ I-I      = u,

11    l >\>     V(i5)i/2-3/

say. The sign of equality is necessary only for forms which, apart from uni-

modular factors, can be reduced by unimodular transformations in Q(i5112) to

ju£o, ur)o, where

51/2 _ 31/2         _3 + (15)1/2 _|_ ^31/2 _ 51/2)

U = i---x+-—-y,

-1 + i31'2

rio= x-\-y.

Proof. The method is, of course, to use the conditions for an extremal

lattice for the region 5,- max (| Xi \, \XJ\)<1 to reduce the problem to a

finite, but very tedious, process of elimination. By Minkowski's theorem we

show that an admissible lattice of determinant A has | A| 2>7t2/80, while the

upper bound 2 for |det (Pi, P2)| gives |A| • |E| ^2, where Pi, P2 are lattice

points on the boundary of S, of determinant E relative to the lattice. Hence

I E| 2<320/7t2, giving only a finite number of values for the integer E. If we

tabulate the integer pairs which give lattice-points on the boundary, we

note that right-multiplication by unimodular matrices corresponds to a

change of lattice basis, and hence we can reduce at least two rows of the array

to a finite number of cases if we show that there is only a finite number of

sub-lattices of the integer lattice of given determinant. The last statement is

trivial, for wXra matrices and any field, by congruence considerations modulo

the determinant, but special methods for our case give an explicit reduction

process. Clearly, each integer pair generates the ideal of smallest norm in its

class, that is either (1) or (2, l+i5in); and a result of one of us [6] shows

not only that one row may be taken as either (1, 0) or (2, 1 +751/2), but also

that in the second case a row which with 2, l+i51/2 makes a determinant E

can have its first element reduced mod E while 2, 1 +i5112 remains unchanged.

In principle, we have reduced the array to a finite number of cases.
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The mechanics of elimination of cases has been illustrated in the case of

Q(i7112), [7]. Two results which help to reduce the work are given there with-

out proof. One is an obvious analogue ("Lemma 4") of a result of Minkow-

ski, the other ("Lemma 5") is quite easy to verify. Using these techniques

we find, after a huge amount of computation, that the critical lattice is given

by taking the integer pairs (1, 0), (0, 1) and (1, 1) to make |t;| =1, |£| <1,

and the pairs (2, 1+*'51/2), (-l-i51'2, l-i5m) and (l-z'51'2, 2) to make

|£| =1, \v\ <!• These give the forms £o, lo of the theorem, of determinant of

absolute value l((15)1/2-3)/2.
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